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Product Type

Side Dining Chair 

Environment

Indoor

Dimensions (cm / in)

Side Chair, Wood Base:

H: 81 cm / 31,9”

SH: 45 cm / 17,7”

D: 57 cm / 22,4”

W: 50 cm / 19,7”

Side C hair, Steel Base:

H: 81 cm / 31,9”

SH: 45 cm / 17,7”

D: 56 cm / 22”

W: 52,5 cm / 20,7”

Materials

Shell: 85% Polypropylene, 15% Glass Fiber.  

Upholstered Shell: CAL117 50kg / 50N or

40kg / 60N.

Steel Base: Powder-coated Steel.

Wood Base: Solid Oak, Matt Lacquered, 

Dark Stained or Black Stained

Colours

Base:

Black

Light Grey 

Natural Oak

Dark Stained Oak

Black Oak

Shell with Upholstery:

According to Upholstery

Shell without Upholstery:

Burned Red

Olive

Khaki

White

Light Grey

Black 

When a design concept is boiled down to the essentials of comfort, utility and aesthetics, 

it becomes foundational. And from this foundation, it can shape-shift endlessly, adapting 

its form and function to various needs – while remaining true to its identity. Such is the 

story of the Harbour Chair’s evolution.

Originally conceived to serve a broad range of needs at Menu Space, MENU’s showroom/

creative co-working space/café in Copenhagen, the Harbour Chair design has expanded to 

respond to all kinds of needs in private and public spaces. The latest rendition – the Harbour 

Side Chair – adds a new chapter to the Harbour story. 

Designed to be paired with any of the existing Harbour Chair bases, the Harbour Side Chair 

offers new possibilities for retail and contract use. With its slender, compact shell, the design 

fits into more spaces and under more tables. The new shell replaces armrests with gently 

curved sides that retain the sense of being cradled and supported while inviting complete 

freedom of movement. 

Beautiful on their own or alongside Harbour Chairs and Harbour Column Tables, the Harbour 

Side Chairs continue the collection’s elegant minimalism and ergonomic, comfort-driven 

experience. 

The Harbour Side Chair shells are available in a range of leather and textile upholstery and in 

numerous unupholstered versions. The bases are crafted from wood or steel, with the steel 

versions available in bar, counter, or swivel base variants. The multitude of personalization 

options, in other words, allows the Harbour Side Chair to make itself useful and at home in 

any environment.

The Harbour Dining Side Chair, a new extension of the Harbour Chair family, features a new shell 

that fits easily into compact spaces and under tables – yet continues to offer the cradling comfort 

the Harbour Chair is known for. The Harbour Dining Side Chair is available with textile and leather 

upholstery or with a bare shell. MENU’s upholstered chairs are priced in three textile and four leather 

categories, with prices varying depending on the chosen upholstery.

Harbour Side Dining Chair



About the Designer

Founded in Copenhagen in 2008 by Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen and Kasper Rønn, Norm Architects 

specialize in residential architecture, commercial interiors, industrial design, photography and 

art direction. Today, the group regularly collaborates with MENU, helping to drive the evolution 

of the brand and its products. 

Norm Architects’ name reflects the group’s emphasis on the importance of drawing inspiration 

from norms and traditions within architecture and design – particularly the Scandinavian 

design principles of timeless aesthetics and natural materials, and the modernist values of 

restraint and refinement. Guided by these principles, Norm Architects produce design that 

unites good materials and craftsmanship, while embodying beauty, traditions, history and, 

most importantly, timeless simplicity, where there is nothing more to add or take away. 

Notes to Editor

MENU is a Scandinavian design brand with a simple purpose: to make the world more 

beautiful, less complicated, and a little bit nicer to wake up to. 

Since 1978, we have harnessed the skills of top designers and craftspeople in Scandinavia 

and around the world to create contemporary design that is clean, clever and natural. These 

principles culminate in an aesthetic we call soft minimalism. Together with our Danish 

Modernist roots, this concept serves as a foundation for our designers as they find new ways 

to unite our heritage with a fresh vision for modern living, reimagining mid-century modern 

values to bring irresistible new ideas to people and spaces. Your chosen objects will be with 

you for years to come. We know every decision you make is important, and we want nothing 

more than to bring joy, beauty and ease to the process of designing your space. It’s why we 

exist and what we do best. 
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